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EMORY'S MOVE TO ALMA

Photos courtesy of Emory Photo/Video
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Presentation Notes
The three of us here today were working at Emory University in different libraries in December 2015 when all 8 of Emory’s libraries migrated from Ex Libris’ Aleph ILS to Ex Libris’ Alma to manage our library collections, patrons, and processes. Each of us were involved in the transition process to varying degrees.�When Alma went live at Emory, we realized that we needed to creatively rethink some of our day-to-day processing to better align with the way that Alma worked, which was very different than the way our previous ILSs had worked in many cases.It was crucial to have all 8 libraries, including remote sites, play nice with each other, so setting up consistent and logical workflows for handling materials across libraries was especially important.�Framing our talk:Our focus today is to discuss three major issues we encountered in circulation after Go-Live, and how we adjusted our workflows and expectations to come up with better ways of doing things in the Alma framework.We’re approaching Alma from an access services/circulation desk perspective rather than a systems perspective.We’re not going to talk about migrating to Alma or the preparation process, except to encourage access services folks to involve themselves in the process as much as possible during the migration.But I’ll give you a quick overview of what Alma looks like for context.



ALMA OVERVIEW

Configurable 
menu, based 
on user 
roles
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Things about Alma:Alma is a great system; student employees and staff love how intuitive it is, and training is fairly straightforward.Several road bumps, though, regarding processes that were so different from previous ILSs we’d used in the past.Slide:User roles determine what options are visible in the Alma menu-Can create profiles that can be copied; especially useful for student employees-This shows my user permissions



ALMA OVERVIEW

Configurable 
menu, based 
on user 
roles
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Basic circ student permissions



ALMA OVERVIEW

Look up patron
and check out items
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Look up patron and check out items



ALMA OVERVIEW

View patron’s account
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View patron’s account



ALMA OVERVIEW

Return items & view next step
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Return items & view next step



ALMA OVERVIEW
Open Analytics
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Alma comes with a reporting tool, Analytics.Analytics is a powerful, granular tool, but has some drawbacks.1) Analytics reports include items that have been deleted from Alma by default; they have to be explicitly excluded. Helpful for circ stats; confusing for stacks cleanup work.2) Data in Analytics refreshes just once a day, in the evening, so during normal operating hours all the data is a day behind.This is one of three major areas of confusion and apprehension we came across in the first days working with Alma, which we’ll be focusing on today.



THE PROBLEMS FOR CIRC & STACKS

• Analytics (reporting app) lags 1 day behind Alma

• Printing is not built into the system

• Data downloaded from Alma directly is not customizable
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1: Christopher2: Jenny3: Colin (Data that can be downloaded from within Alma is not customizable)�We’re doing quick overviews of our solutions today, but we have the full procedures saved to Google Drive. We’ve included the URL in the final slide, and the slides will be posted in SMARTech after the conference is over.



P R I N T I N G
J E N N Y  V I T T I

R E S E R V E S  &  S T A C K S  S P E C I A L I S T

P I T T S  T H E O L O G Y  L I B R A R Y  A T  E M O R Y  U N I V E R S I T Y

( ~ 3 6 0 , 0 0 0  C I R C U L A T I N G  I T E M S )
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Introduce myselfI’ll be talking about Alma’s [lack of] printing capabilities, and how we created workflows that dealt with this issue.



CLOUD BASED COMMUNICATION

Daniel Wehner, https://flic.kr/p/o85JRP
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Alma is a cloud-based app. Great accessibility, low maintenance (no client to install or maintain).Designers went all-in: why would a cloud-based app need to have printing and paper-based workflows? It’s all digital, man!All patron notices are sent and maintained digitally.There’s no option for printing loan receipts for patrons – although they can be emailed.Transfers and hold notifications are emailed to staff.Options in the system to “Print” create an Excel file instead.There are some workarounds to the lack of printing options that forces receipts, transfer slips, etc. to print. These are documented (in a limited capacity) but not supported by Ex Libris. There’s a lot of discussion about these methods on the Alma listserv.Using a printer that has its own email address and sending all email notices to that address.Major drawback: emails sometimes take 5-10 minutes to be sent, so loan receipts cannot be done using this method, and transfers and holds have to be set aside and matched to their slips several minutes later.Security at some institutions prevent the creation of new email accounts that aren't connected to an individual person.Using third party software (Namtuk) to route emails to physical printers.Drawbacks: Namtuk must run on a server, not a regular computer; bugs in the software often print very old requests; often gets hung up and requires restarting.All third-party software solutions require a pretty robust technical support team to keep things running, especially since Ex Libris doesn’t offer support for these methods.



TRANSFERS & HOLDS

Screenshots of pop ups for 
transfer and hold
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We have a system of multiple libraries, and often send books back and forth between them. We transfer [thousands of] items between libraries every month.In our previous ILS, transfer slips would print out immediately whenever an item was checked in that required a transfer. Hold slips with the patron’s info and item’s info would print whenever an item was checked in that had a hold on it.Alma instead sends an email to a specified email account whenever a transfer or hold is checked in. Without one of the printer hacks I mentioned, this is basically useless.Like many other ILSs, though Alma does display a pop-up notification for transfers and items on hold. It also has the “Next Step” feature.Our solution was to assign a color to each library and print out small, reusable slips with the library’s name on them. We keep a large supply of these slips at the stations where items are checked in, and whenever a note pops up about a transfer, we insert the appropriate transfer slip, close the pop-up, and continue checking in items.We used larger white slips for holds, and included a space to write the patron’s name on the slips. Although we included a space for a date, Alma has a built-in tool for identifying and removing expired holds, so the date field isn’t totally necessary.Our student employees vastly prefer this method to the previous method of matching particular transfer or hold slips to each item.We’ve had far fewer mistakes with the new system than the old – student assistants used to accidentally swap transfer or hold sheets if they had several in a row, thereby routing items to the wrong library or patron.Students like that they don’t have to keep moving between the printer and the circ desk to mark which items are going where.No receipt printer maintenanceThe receiving libraries save and send back the transfer slips every few days, so we can reuse them for months at a time before they wear out.



PATRON ACCOUNTS: 
PRINTING ALTERNATIVES
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Communicating with PatronsAlma has created several easy-to-use buttons for communicating with patrons about their account.The system can be set up to send a loan receipt via email automatically for all items checked out, or staff can send one manually only when requested.There are several quick-use buttons on the check-out screen for the patron that allow library staff to email the patron a return receipt, a report of all their current requests,and a full activity report I’ll show next.All communications that have been sent to patrons, either automatically by the system or manually by staff, are stored and timestamped in the patron’s account under the Attachments tab.[Send Activity Report]
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A great feature is the “Send Activity Report” button, which allows staff to send a snapshot of a library patron’s account to the patron electronically. It includes all books currently checked out and their due dates, a special section to highlight overdue and/or recalled items, and a summary of all fines.Over the past year, we’ve come to appreciate living with fewer sheets of paper floating around our circ desks, and we love having a repository of all the notices that patrons have received stored directly in their accounts.[Colin’s next]



R E S O U R C E  
R E Q U E S T S  &  E X C E L
C O L I N  B R A G G
R E S E R V E S  C O O R D I N AT O R
W O O D R U F F  L I B R A RY  AT  E M O R Y  U N I V E R S I T Y
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I'm Colin Bragg, I am the Reserves Coordinator for Woodruff Library at Emory. I was a member of Woodruff’s Fulfillment Working Group for our Alma implementation.I want to introduce you to monitoring resource requests in Alma (items on hold...in process...booked,...etc) and how to filter and organize requests with Excel. Resource requests exist in “real time” (unlike Analytics, which update once per day)  and are accessible through the main Alma menu.  In order to look at and edit resource requests you will need either Fulfillment Services Operator, Fulfillment Services Manager, or Requests Operatorpermissions.�



RESOURCE REQUEST MONITORING

OR:
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For this presentation I will work with current media and equipment booking requests in our Music & Media Library. A word on booking requests: booking is a relatively new feature in Alma that governs the way resources are reserved for patrons that are to be used during a specified time frame. �There are only two libraries at Emory that utilize bookings in Alma - Music & Media and Oxford. They both book short-term loan items, particularly media and equipment such as cameras, laptops, and ipads. Short-term loans are best monitored in Alma, not in Analytics.�So, let's wind our way through the Alma Menu, navigating to the Fulfillment area and then to Monitor Requests & Item Processes, which takes us to the Resource Request Monitoring page.You can also change the Persistent Search Box to Requests and perform a  blank search to get to the Resource Request Monitoring page.Once there,we can apply "facet filters" (i.e. Limit Results To) to all requests.  �



RESOURCE REQUEST MONITORING
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In our case we will limit by Process Type Booking Request and then Pickup Location Music Media. The search limits display in the body of the screen above the results.



RESOURCE REQUEST MONITORING
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The resultant list isn't in any order that I can discern! 



EXCEL: REQUEST EDITING & SORTING
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Alma is designed to export lists and searches as Excel files. Once in Excel we have much more flexibility to sort the results by any parameter (booking start time /patron/ call number).Click on the Tools menu on the right side of the window to export the list as an Excel document. �



EXCEL: REQUEST EDITING & SORTING
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Upon opening the Excel workbook one sees that there are 29 columns! If I want to clean up the spreadsheet in order to easily view all of the needed info, multiple steps need to occur.Say I want to order my list by booking start times. Once I delete the irrelevant columns I then need to freeze that top row, move multiple columns around,   and then perform a custom sort to get everything into start date order. If I want to organize my list in other ways then I might have to start from scratch and rework the entire list.  There is a better way, particularly before you perform these steps 6000 times.



EXCEL: MACROS & PIVOT TABLES
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For this presentation, I’ll show you how using Excel’s macro tool can turn the previously tedious multi-step process of editing a list into an easy-breezy one-click affair.�A macro is a single instruction that expands automatically into a set of instructions to perform a particular task. Excel has a super-easy tool that records your key clicks.Also, we’ll see how using a PivotTable can organize list data in an easy-to-read manner.  �A pivot table is a program tool that allows you to reorganize and summarize selected columns and rows of data in a spreadsheet table to obtain a desired report. A pivot table doesn't actually change the spreadsheet itself. �You can even create a macro that creates a pivot table! But you can’t create a pivot table that creates a macro .�



EXAMPLE: BOOKING REQUEST MACRO
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Let’s start with creating a macro that deletes unwanted columns, freezes the top row, and sorts the list by start time.�To do this, start with a freshly downloaded report from Alma. Click on Record Macro. Name the Macro. Assign a shortcut. Choose where to store the macro - by choosing Personal Macro Notebook, you can then use that macro in any workbook you open.�The macro records every step you perform to organize the report as you wish. I'd like to remove various columns, freeze the top row, and sort by start date.Stop recording.Now, after opening the original report, Type the shortcut, and viola! One click to modify the report to your liking. You can also create multiple shortcuts. If I have time at the end of my segment I’ll show you how fast it is to use a macro.�



EXAMPLE: BOOKINGS PIVOT TABLE
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Now let’s try out a pivot table. To create one I start from a downloaded excel doc. Click in a cell, and then Insert > Tables > PivotTable.The Table/Range will automatically pick up the amount of requests. To create a reusable pivot table that could cover every booking for a semester, modify the range so that the maximum amount of bookings can be captured. To be safe I’ll make it 500. � I’d like to make a table that has everything in one column, with particular rows either highlighted or in bold. You can choose which fields to add, and in which order they display. Under Pivottable Tools you can choose color schemes. �In the Music & Media Library’s case, grouping electronic items by call number, description, start date, and patron can help to easily display say, all upcoming HD video camera loans for the semester. �



EXAMPLE: BOOKINGS PIVOT TABLE
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Here you can see two examples – items grouped by date and by call number.  In the instance on the right the description field is used to denote the camera type and copy number. Once you know how you would like to format the pivot table, you can then create a macro of your choices. �Let’s now move to an Excel workbook with a couple of stored macros. �So you have two relatively easy ways of filtering Alma data with Excel.�There are a few things I’d like to mention regarding our experience with Alma up to this point:�There are many ways to organize request lists with Excel - another possibility is creating a spreadsheet that utilizes external referencing (VLOOKUP function), which pulls information from one workbook automatically to another. � The Music & Media Library is recently having problems with the Alma booking �feature. After a recent update bookings now become holds once the start time begins, and are automatically changed to a Pickup From Hold Shelf status. For Music Media equipment, once an item booking becomes a hold, additional bookings cannot be placed on other equipment under that same holding record .��ExLibris has said that creating separate holdings records for every piece of equipment would solve the issue. This would be a very big undertaking for Music & Media staff, so currently a workaround has been in place, which includes removing bookings when they go to the hold shelf and adding paper hold slips to the items. ��The takeaway is read through the updates pertaining to your area and make note of the proposed changes. If your testing sandbox is set up , try to test before go-live. Sometimes you might get a surprise. Workflows might need to be adjusted, and don’t give up on paper just yet!�Likewise, it might also be a good idea to test your macros and pivot tables around the time of the Alma monthly updates - sometimes new columns are added which can break existing macros.�I will upload procedures for working with macros and pivot tables, and anything else I can come up with to our Google drive. I can also send things along on Alma-L. Let me know if you have any questions or fun ideas.Here’s Christopher Bishop with Data Sets and Analytics...



M A N I P U L AT I N G  
D ATA :  S ET S  &  
A N A LY T I C S
C H R I S T O P H E R  B I S H O P

U S E R  S E R V I C E S  L I B R A R I A N ,  A G N E S  S C O T T  C O L L E G E

F O R M E R LY  S Y S T E M S  L I B R A R I A N  AT  O X F O R D  C O L L E G E  
L I B R A R Y  ( E M O R Y  U N I V E R S I T Y )
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Worked on three of five transition teams while overseeing Access and technical services at Oxford. Began working with Agnes Scott's McCain Library in August as the User Services librarian, including oversight of Access Services.



USING SETS TO TRACK SHORT TERM 
LOANS

• Overdue Reserves
– High Demand

• 2 hour loan

• Overdue Equipment
– High price

• MacBooks, iPads, chargers, etc.

• High Demand

– 24 hour loan

• Delay for analytics report updates
– 7 pm each evening
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In Aleph we scheduled reports for short term loans to run at a set time and then printed to compare items on hand versus checked out. If the automated report ran too soon or we needed to see report results later,  we had to manually run the report.With sets, a staff member emails patrons each morning with overdues based on a logical set report for equipment and reserves to let patrons know fines are accumulating. The staff member also checks to see if the item was incorrectly discharged from the patron's record.Using sets helps us overcome the analytics delay through the use of an already built logical set.



SETS
• A collection of items that results from a repository search

– Itemized: Static collection of individual records in the repository

– Logical: Saved search queries run every time the set is referenced

• Permissions
– Cataloger

– Catalog Manager

– Catalog Administrator

– Electronic/Digital Inventory Operator

– Repository Manager

– Requests Operator
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The way you search in Alma is through the repository. The way you save the results of your search is through sets.Itemized sets are static and include references to deleted records. For sets you will run daily to capture item statuses such as checked out, overdue, etc., you will want to use logical sets that include changes for the item records in real time.Deleted records do not appear in logical set searches. Itemized sets can be changed to logical sets.Must have one of the following permission roles in Alma to manage search queries and sets.



REPOSITORY SEARCH
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The first step in creating a set involves searching the repository to locate needed records.Choose Repository Search from the Alma menu.Instead of the simple search option,  I always use advanced since it offers the granulated search options I need.The Advanced Search option is located on the top right of the Repository Search screen.



REPOSITORY SEARCH 
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After choosing the Advanced Search option, click Add conditions.A list of options will appear. Choose any that apply to the needed data outputs you are seeking and click Add Conditions.



SAVING QUERIES
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Alma offers the option to Save Queries from your results screen for searches that will be performed more than once.After choosing Save Query a screen will appear requesting a Set name, Description, Status, and privacy settings. Complete the needed information and click Save.The next screen will show the resulting set constructed from the advanced search results you saved. Sets are divided into My Sets for ones you have created (both private and public), Public Sets for Sets made available to everyone, and All Sets constituting all saved public queries. 



VIEWING RESULTS OF LOGICAL SETS
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On the Results page, you can refine the results by clicking Loan under the facets in the Limit results to: menu on the left. This will display all items currently checked out.Export to Excel using the Tools option.



MANAGING SETS
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To revisit or modify a set you created, access Manage Sets from the Alma main menuUse the Actions drop down to the left of each set to modify the set’s contents. Options include Edit to change details such as the set name, privacy settings, etc.



ADDING MEMBERS
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Members displays all of the records that make up your set, including the option to Add Members. Choose the items you wish to add to the set by clicking the box on the left of that item and then clicking Add Selected and Done on the top right. Deleting the set will remove the set from all of the available Sets where you made it available (My Sets, Public Sets, All Sets).



ALMA ANALYTICS
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Must have Design Analytics role on Alma account. Design analytics allows users to create analytics reports based on various criteria. 



ANALYTICS WIDGETS
– All Two Week Old Transits

– OXFD Claims and Lost

– OXFD DVD Logger

– OXFD DVD with Loans and Last Loan 
Date

– OXFD Fines and Fees Report

– OXFD Five Days Before Lost

– OXFD Five Days Overdue

– OXFD Missings

– OXFD Open Fines

– OXFD Requests from Non-Oxford 
Libraries

– OXFD Reserves
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Widgets are analytics reports you can add to and arrange on your desktop based on personal needs and preferences.Examples listed include reports accessed often. For example,  the All Two Week Old Transits alert Emory libraries to items that were transferred to another library but still show as being two weeks overdue, triggering staff to look for the items and inquire regarding incorrect transit.



HOME SCREEN WIDGETS



SCHEDULING A REPORT
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Also able to schedule an analytics report that staff can subscribe to based on the defined intervals (daily, weekly, or monthly). Staff who subscribe will then receive an email with the report as an attachment in the defined form (PDF, Excel, or text)I have uploaded procedures regarding repository searching,  managing sets, and Alma analytics to our shared Google Drive.



Q U E S T I O N S ?
A L M A  I N  W O N D E R L A N D
C h r i s t o p h e r  B i s h o p  – c b i s h o p @ a g n e s s c o t t . e d u

C o l i n  B r a g g  – c b r a g g @ e m o r y. e d u

J e n n y  V i t t i  – j v i t t i @ e m o r y . e d u

A l m a  d o c u m e n t a t i o n  a b o u t  t h e  w o r k f l o w s  w e  d e s c r i b e  i n  t h i s  
p r e s e n t a t i o n  a n d  t h e  Q & A  w i l l  b e  a d d e d  t o  G o o g l e  D r i v e :

h t t p : / / t i n y. c c / a l m a i n w o n d e r l a n d
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Our biggest takeaway has been the need to reassess workflows during migration and even afterwards. Take the time to reassess what you are doing and how you can make Alma work for you.We have also found the Alma-L listserv to be a wonderful resource for solutions and dialogue, including the ability to pose questions and learn about third party vendors for streamlining workflows.  We would love to field any questions you may have.
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